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ABSTRACT
Context. One of the key questions of the star formation problem is whether brown dwarfs (BDs) form in the manner of stars directly

from the gravitational collapse of a molecular cloud core (star-like) or whether BDs and some very low-mass stars (VLMSs) constitute
a separate population that forms alongside stars comparable to the population of planets, for example through circumstellar disk
(peripheral) fragmentation.
Aims. For young stars in Taurus-Auriga the binary fraction has been shown to be large with little dependence on primary mass above
≈0.2 M , while for BDs the binary fraction is <10%. Here we investigate a case in which BDs in Taurus formed dominantly, but not
exclusively, through peripheral fragmentation, which naturally results in small binary fractions. The decline of the binary frequency
in the transition region between star-like formation and peripheral formation is modelled.
Methods. We employed a dynamical population synthesis model in which stellar binary formation is universal with a large binary
fraction close to unity. Peripheral objects form separately in circumstellar disks with a distinctive initial mass function (IMF), their
own orbital parameter distributions for binaries, and small binary fractions, according to observations and expectations from smoothed
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) and grid-based computations. A small amount of dynamical processing of the stellar component was
accounted for as appropriate for the low-density Taurus-Auriga embedded clusters.
Results. The binary fraction declines strongly in the transition region between star-like and peripheral formation, exhibiting characteristic features. The location of these features and the steepness of this trend depend on the mass limits for star-like and peripheral
formation. Such a trend might be unique to low density regions, such as Taurus, which host binary populations that are largely
unprocessed dynamically in which the binary fraction is large for stars down to M-dwarfs and small for BDs.
Conclusions. The existence of a strong decline in the binary fraction – primary mass diagram will become verifiable in future surveys
on BD and VLMS binarity in the Taurus-Auriga star-forming region. The binary fraction – primary mass diagram is a diagnostic
of the (non-)continuity of star formation along the mass scale, the separateness of the stellar and BD populations, and the dominant
formation channel for BDs and BD binaries in regions of low stellar density hosting dynamically unprocessed populations.
Key words. binaries: general – stars: late-type – stars: low-mass – brown dwarfs – stars: formation

1. Introduction: Brown dwarf flavours
In the star-like formation scenario a pre-stellar core can condense out from a self-gravitating collapsing molecular cloud
to form a star (André et al. 2014; Lomax et al. 2015) when
it reaches the density- and temperature-dependent Jeans mass
of the ambient medium (Larson 1998; Bate & Bonnell 2005;
Bonnell et al. 2006; Klessen et al. 2007). Fragmentation of this
kind can continue until a core becomes opaque to its own cooling radiation so that the Jeans mass cannot decrease further
(Rees 1976; Low & Lynden-Bell 1976; Silk 1977). This is likely
the dominant channel to build up the population of hydrogenburning stars. In his review, Luhman (2012) summarized further mechanisms that have been proposed to produce brown
dwarfs (BDs). In the scenario of gravitational compression
and fragmentation, tidal shear and high velocities in a starforming cluster prevent low-mass objects to continue accretion

to reach stellar masses (Bonnell et al. 2008). Dynamical interactions among fragments or protostars in a massive core could lead
to the ejection of some of these objects, which prematurely halts
their accretion (Reipurth & Clarke 2001; Boss 2001; Bate et al.
2002, 2003; Goodwin et al. 2004; Umbreit et al. 2005; Bate
2011). Photoionizing radiation from massive OB stars might
contribute by removing much of the envelope and disk of
a low-mass protostar (Hester et al. 1996; Kroupa & Bouvier
2003a; Whitworth & Zinnecker 2004). Alternatively, turbulent compression and fragmentation of gas in a molecular
cloud produces collapsing cores over a wide range of masses
(Padoan & Nordlund 2002, 2004; Hennebelle & Chabrier 2008;
Elmegreen 2011). Very low-mass stars (VLMSs) and BDs
then arise from the smallest cores. Luhman (2012) concluded
that VLMSs and BDs can form via the star-like formation mechanism without the need to invoke further formation
channels.
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In order to form a BD or BD-BD binary directly in the turbulent molecular cloud, a sufficiently high density is required
for the proto-BD to be self-gravitating, but at the same time the
proto-BD cloud core needs to have a very low mass. Such a combination of conditions seems increasingly unlikely with decreasing mass; this is why the theoretically calculated IMF decreases
steeply below about 0.1 M , which conflicts with observational
results (Thies et al. 2015, and references therein). This suggests
the need for additional formation channels to produce BDs.
Theory and simulations suggest that it is possible to form
planets, BDs, and VLMSs through “peripheral fragmentation”, a
term coined by Thies et al. (2015) to denote formation channels
different from star-like formation, such as disk or filament fragmentation1 . Stamatellos & Whitworth (2009) showed from their
SPH computations using sink particles and a smoothing length
to mimic realistic behaviour that massive disks arise frequently,
but should be observed infrequently since a high proportion of
BDs and VLMSs form rapidly within these objects through disk
fragmentation. These become ejected or are pumped to large
eccentricities by the mutual interaction between the multiple
fragments that form in a single disk. Through the same mechanism BD-BD binaries form in their disks and might eventually be scattered into the field. These authors concluded that
“disc fragmentation is a robust mechanism” and that it “can produce [...] most of the BD stars, and a significant proportion of
the very low-mass hydrogen-burning stars”. Basu & Vorobyov
(2012) improved and confirmed these previous results by selfconsistent modelling of compact gaseous clumps, a gas disk, and
the host star via a grid-based model. The authors concluded that
clump ejection from the disk and, thus, the formation of isolated
VLMSs and substellar objects is common. They preliminarily
estimated that 1 in every 10 stars ejects an embryo. Such objects do not need to contract to stellar densities to be ejected
into the intra-cluster medium. Basu & Vorobyov (2012) explicitly demonstrated that their ejection speeds are low and that they
do not differ much from those of YSOs and should remain spatially co-located.
Forgan & Rice (2013) have devised a population synthesis model in which objects form through gravitational instabilities in the periphery of circumstellar disks and subsequent
tidal downsizing. Brown dwarfs are the majority of objects that
form in their models. Forgan et al. (2015) have built upon the
latter model and have coupled it with an Nbody integrator to
follow both the effect of fragment-fragment scattering and their
dynamical evolution in clusters up to 10 Myr. They have demonstrated, among other results, that a large fraction of such objects become ejected from their disks and populate the cluster field as free-floating objects. Li et al. (2015) have followed
a comparable approach by making use of the SPH models of
Stamatellos & Whitworth (2009) and a Nbody technique. They
have also found that most objects having formed through peripheral fragmentation (henceforth peripheral objects) escape from
their host star and additionally investigate the orbital properties
of BD-BD binaries formed through capture within the disk. They
have found a separation distribution peaked between 5−10 AU
(their Fig. 11) that is comparable to observations of the BD population in the Galactic field (Burgasser et al. 2007).
Recently, Lomax et al. (2016) have found that according to
their SPH computations turbulent flows need to be strongly
1

In previous work we have also referred to peripheral fragmentation
as “BD-like” formation. We do not use this term here since BDs likely
form both star-like and peripherally and it suggests an answer to the
question at hand.
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convergent and have comparable speeds to collapse and form
a BD in isolation. Thus, they have considered it unlikely that a
large number of observed isolated BDs have also formed in isolation. They have concluded that it is “difficult to envisage this
being the only way, or even a major way, of forming isolated
brown dwarfs”. Vorobyov (2016) have investigated ejection of
gaseous clumps from protostellar disks via many-body interactions in a grid-based model, of which about half are self-bound
after ejection. Their computations can lead to wide separation
free-floating binary clumps in the BD mass range. All ejected
clumps are true ejections rather than scattered objects since these
have velocities greater than the escape speed from the central
star.
From the above considerations it follows that (i) there exist
two separate formation channels for free-floating BDs, namely
that they can form both star-like and through peripheral fragmentation with subsequent dynamical evolution; and (ii) the formation modes cannot easily be distinguished.
Notwithstanding these theoretical findings, the case for a single star-like formation mode for both stars and BDs is often
made in the literature. One argument put forward as apparent evidence in favour of a single formation process of stars and BDs
is the continuously decreasing trend of binary fraction with decreasing primary mass in the Galactic field over and above the
hydrogen-burning mass-limit (HBML; Duchêne & Kraus 2013;
Reipurth et al. 2014, see Sect. 5 in this paper for a discussion
of further arguments). However, one must be cautious in concluding that this is a general trend that is indicative of a single,
continuous formation mode since the field population is pieced
together from stars of many different ages (Marks & Kroupa
2011), where massive stars are on average significantly younger
than solar-type and VLMSs. Figure 6 in Thies et al. (2015)
shows how the addition of many cluster populations, which have
dynamically processed their binaries internally, lead indeed to
the same continuous trend crossing the HBML without steep gradients, although the binary fraction for stars was close to 100%
initially, independent of primary mass (the theoretical population), and included separate populations for stars and BDs.
The trend of the binary fraction in coeval populations, i.e. in
star clusters and star formation regions, is likely more informative. But also here the dynamical history needs to be properly accounted for before drawing conclusions. Accordingly, a preferably young region hosting a primordial population is a suitable
test bed for investigating this primary-mass dependency.
We use the example of the Taurus-Auriga star formation region to address the questions of which channel dominates the
BDs seen in the Galactic field, young clusters, and star-forming
regions and how far up in mass peripheral fragmentation and
how far down in mass star-like formation can occur, here. In
particular we suggest a means to observationally distinguish between single or multiple formation modes of stars and BDs in
this region. Taurus-Auriga is unique given its proximity, youth,
and low density and, thus, has experienced little dynamical alteration of its binary population. The aim of the present study
is to model the declining trend from the high binary fraction of
stars to the small binary fractions for BDs in this region using
separate formation modes and to predict observable features in
future surveys of Taurus-Auriga type aggregates.

2. The stellar and substellar population
in Taurus-Auriga
The Taurus star formation region has a distance of ≈140 pc
(Kenyon et al. 1994; Wichmann et al. 1998; Torres et al. 2012)
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Table 1. Taurus multiplicity surveys.

Mass (M )
–

Separation (AU)
50−5000

Binary-fraction (%)
obs
Model
64 ± 8
–

Comment
Class 0 protostars

Reference
Chen et al. (2013)

0.01−0.1
0.1−2.0
0.2−2.3
0.5−1
solar

10−4 −3
10−4 −3
16−252
3−1400
18−1800

–
–
37 ± 9
55 ± 11
42.5 ± 7.9

11
19
28
59
47

T Tauri, prediction
T Tauri, prediction
T Tauri
T Tauri; lower bound
T Tauri

–
–
Ghez et al. (1993)
Simon et al. (1995)
Kohler & Leinert (1998)

0.01−0.1
0.1−2.0
0.015−0.14
<0.1
0.1−0.3
0.5−2.0
0.25−0.7
0.7−2.5
0.2−3.0
0.7−1.4

10−4 −3
10−4 −3
>4
>10
>10
500−5000
3−5000
3−5000
10−1500
all

–
–
9+10
−3
4+5
−1
18+8
−4
21+4
−3
(64+11
−9 )
(79+12
−11 )
26.3+6.6
−4.9
62 ± 14

9
18
18
6
21
15
50
59
38
84

model prediction
model prediction
VLMOs; >M5.5
>M6
M4−M6
–
CSF1
CSF1
raw
corrected for full range

–
–
Kraus et al. (2006)
Todorov et al. (2014)
Todorov et al. (2014)
Kraus & Hillenbrand (2009)
Kraus et al. (2011)
Kraus et al. (2011)
Daemgen et al. (2015)
Daemgen et al. (2015)

Notes. Observationally inferred binary fractions are compared to those resulting from the model. For the T Tauri observations the initial model
population is used, for the other sub-populations an initial density of 350 M pc−3 (as in Marks & Kroupa 2011) for Taurus-Auriga embedded
clusters is used to account for little dynamical evolution; see Sect. 3.2.1. We provide predictions for binary-fractions in the separation range <3 AU
where currently no observations are available. (1) CSF denotes that the original paper stated the companion star frequency (number of companions
per target) which is larger than the corresponding binary fraction (number of targets with at least one companion) used otherwise throughout this
paper.

and extends over a region of 100 square degrees on the sky. The
age of its population is ≈1−2 Myr, but Daemgen et al. (2015)
found an additional co-moving sub-population of ≈20 Myr. Six
distinct clusters of very young stars in Taurus were detected by
Gomez et al. (1993) to have projected radii of 0.5−1 pc with
≈15 binaries each with a mass of about 6 M if the average
stellar mass is ≈0.4 M , and a median separation between the
stellar centre-of-mass systems within each cluster of 0.3 pc. The
individual groups are separated by a few pc, thus do not interact dynamically. All of Taurus has more than 300 known members and the stellar density in each of its groups is very low
with 1−10 stars pc−3 (Luhman et al. 2009). The N-body models of Kroupa & Bouvier (2003b) show that Taurus-Auriga-like
arrangements are largely unevolved and in particular that the binary properties should be similar to those at birth with some dynamical evolution (Marks & Kroupa 2011).
Taurus exhibits a paucity of high-mass young stars
(Kenyon et al. 2008) and was originally proposed to be deficient in low-mass stars (Briceño et al. 2002) as well. Many BDs
have however since been discovered (Luhman 2004; Guieu et al.
2006). Kroupa et al. (2003) and Thies & Kroupa (2008) show
that there is no need to invoke a non-canonical initial mass function (IMF) in Taurus.
Todorov et al. (2014) searched for companions to young
BDs in Taurus and Chamaeleon I. Resolving binaries with separations larger than 10 AU, by combining their results with
the studies of Kraus et al. (2006), Konopacky et al. (2007),
and Kraus & Hillenbrand (2012), they find a binary fraction of 18+8
−4 % for M4−M6 type binaries (0.1−0.3 M ) and
4+5
%
for
binaries in their sample with spectral type >M6
−1
(<0.1 M ) in Taurus. Given the youth and low density of Taurus, Todorov et al. (2014) have suggested that the observed reduction of binary fraction towards later spectral types might be
primordial.

Among 45 observed T Tauri stars in Taurus, Ghez et al.
(1993) found 22 binaries with angular separations between
16−252 AU. The binary fraction is thus ≈49 percent over
this separation range. Simon et al. (1995) found 22 binaries
and 4 triples among 47 systems. The binary frequency in
the range 3−1400 AU is at least 1.6 ± 0.3 times the value
of the canonical Galactic field sample (Duquennoy & Mayor
1991; Raghavan et al. 2010). Kraus & Hillenbrand (2009) found
27 wide binaries in Taurus in the separation range 500−5000 AU
with masses down to ≈0.1 M , which is consistent with a log-flat
distribution but inconsistent with the Galactic field log-normal
distribution. Leinert et al. (1993) and Kohler & Leinert (1998)
identified in total 74 binaries or multiples among 174 systems.
The binary fraction of 42.5 ± 4.9 percent is larger by a factor of
1.93 ± 0.26 than that of solar-type main sequence stars over the
accessible separation range. In a high resolution imaging study
Kraus et al. (2011) has found that 2/3−3/4 of all Taurus stars
are multiple. In the most recent near-infrared imaging search for
stellar and substellar companions, Daemgen et al. (2015) have
targeted 64 Taurus members with masses between 0.2 and 3 M ,
identifying secondaries down to 2 MJup . Within their 90% completeness limit these authors have found a raw multiplicity fraction of 26.3+6.6
−4.9 % in the separation range 10−1500 AU. After completeness correction for the full separation range they
have found 62 ± 14% of all Taurus companions in the range
0.7−1.4 M to be multiple, which is comparable to Kraus et al.
(2011) results. This corresponds to a ≈1σ detection for a 1.4×
larger binary fraction of solar-type stars in Taurus compared
to the Galactic field (Raghavan et al. 2010). The frequency of
proto-stellar binaries appears to be even larger still (Chen et al.
2013).
All surveys combined thus suggest the stellar binary fraction to be significantly larger in the Taurus-Auriga groups than
in the field. We summarize the previously mentioned surveys in
Table 1.
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Fig. 1. Stellar and substellar IMF are disjoint in the present model (black
histograms). The dotted lines indicate an underlying power law of the
mass spectrum in the form dN/dm ∝ m−α with α = 0.3, 1.3, and 2.3
(from left to right). Objects from the peripheral branch of the IMF lying
above the HBML (vertical dashed line) are stars forming in circumstellar disks and star-like BDs stem from the stellar branch of the IMF lying
below the HBML. Both populations mix and form the system IMF (31%
and ≈100% binary fraction for the BD and stellar branch, respectively;
see Sect. 3.1). The discontinuity is thus hidden from an observer (grey
histogram). Figure taken from Marks et al. (2015).

3. Modelling the (sub-)stellar single and binary
population of Taurus
In contrast to the stellar population of Taurus, its BDs exhibit
a small binary fraction (Todorov et al. 2014) and we assume
that peripherally formed BDs have a field-like narrow orbitalparameter distribution. A small binary fraction as well as the narrow separation distribution for BDs also results from SPH models of peripheral fragmentation (see Introduction; e.g. Li et al.
2015). In turn, there is a strong decline in binary fraction from
M-dwarfs to BDs, independent of the following model details.
The aim here is not to present a final word, but instead to get an
idea of how the binary fraction might shrink in this mass range
and to predict features in its primary mass dependency if BDs
and stars have their own IMFs and binary distribution functions.
3.1. Initial mass function

In order to model Taurus’ (sub-)stellar population, in which BDs
and BD binaries form dominantly through peripheral fragmentation and capture in the circumstellar disk, we invoke a combined
IMF for BDs and stars that is discontinuous around the HBML
but whose distinct branches overlap somewhat in mass (Fig. 1;
see also Kroupa et al. 2013),




α0 = 0.3 m < 0.2 M
dN

−αi
∝ m , where 
ξ(m) =
α1 = 1.3 0.06 < m < 0.5 M


dm

α2 = 2.3 m > 0.5 M .
Upon combining both branches, their distinctness disappears in
observations, strongly declining near the HBML instead for the
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model parameters chosen here. The parameters of the IMF in
Fig. 1 have been obtained empirically by comparing the discontinuous model to observations but can vary somewhat from region to region (Thies & Kroupa 2007, 2008).
A sharp cut in mass between the two branches seems
odd, since there is no reason why the star-like and peripheral formation mode should care about a common limit, so
there is likely some overlap in mass for star-like BD formation and peripheral fragmentation. In the SPH computations of
Stamatellos & Whitworth (2009) VLMSs form through peripheral fragmentation up to ≈0.2 M . By comparing the present
IMF model to observations of the IMF in Taurus, IC 348, the
Pleiades and the Orion Nebula Cluster, Thies & Kroupa (2007,
2008) constrain the maximum mass for peripheral fragmentation to be close to this mass as well. In addition, Marks et al.
(2015) require the same limit to model the late M-dwarf binary
population in the Galactic field when using separate formation
modes. Thus, these independent theoretical and empirical constraints suggest that the limit for peripheral fragmentation lies
near 0.2 M . The lower limit for star-like formation is here chosen to be 0.06 M , which is a value close to but below the HBML
to allow for some BDs to be formed star-like. Using this choice
of mass limits reproduces constraints of Galactic field binary
populations (Marks et al. 2015).
The discontinuity in the IMF depends on the fraction of peripheral objects to star-like objects in the population, Rpop =
Nperipheral /Nstar−like , and is chosen to be 0.3. This reflects the empirically determined value for Taurus-Auriga and the Pleiades
(Thies & Kroupa 2007), i.e. for every three star-like bodies there
is one object that is formed through peripheral fragmentation.
For the parameters used here, 64% of all BDs in the range
0.01−0.08 M form in circumstellar disks while the remaining
BDs form star-like (Thies et al. 2015). These numbers are sensitive to the chosen limits for star-like formation and peripheral
fragmentation.
The IMF parameters should ideally be treated as free parameters, following Thies & Kroupa (2007, 2008) for individual regions. However, the aim here is not to constrain these parameters, but to model the decline of the binary fraction with decreasing primary mass, for which data are not yet fully available. While a wide range in mass of Taurus members is probed
by existing studies (see Sect. 2), the individual analyses cover
a limited separation range, which is restricted by the technique
the respective teams used, and most studies do not extrapolate
their binary fractions for the full separation range. Thus, it is not
meaningful to plot the available data in a single diagram and infer a trend from it. Since the BD binary fraction is significantly
smaller than the stellar binary fraction, varying the IMF parameters does not strongly influence the resulting features in the binary fraction – primary mass distribution; it only influences their
location, as we qualitatively address in the discussion (Sect. 5).
3.2. Separation distribution
3.2.1. Late-type stars and star-like brown dwarfs

The Daemgen et al. (2015) data are consistent with both a
log-flat distribution suggested in previous multiplicity studies (Kraus et al. 2011) and the shape (not the multiplicity) of
the solar-type separation distribution (Raghavan et al. 2010) in
the accessible range of separations (≈10−1000 AU). The latter consistency might be due to the inclusion of a 10× older
sub-population identified by Daemgen et al. (2015); this subpopulation might have undergone more dynamical modifications
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Fig. 2. Separation distribution for stars and BDs in the model (curves,
Sect. 3.2) in comparison√with observational data on stellar binarity in
Taurus (symbols with N errors; Kraus et al. 2011; Daemgen et al.
2015). The Daemgen et al. (2015) data are constructed using the physically bound pairs among 64 targets associated with Taurus (their
Table 2, see Sect. 2). The solid curves show the initial BD and stellar
late-type population in the model. The dashed curves depict the resulting distributions after allowing for little evolution in the Taurus-Auriga
groups (see Sect. 3.2). The BD distributions result from the addition of
BDs from both IMF branches (Fig. 1).

than the 1−2 Myr old population, which likely resembles more
closely the population at birth. But Kraus et al. (2011) also found
that lower mass Taurus members (0.25−0.7 M ) show a paucity
of binary companions with separation &200 AU, while solar-type
stars and above do not. But this may as well be due to the lack
of sensitivity to lower mass companions.
The universal2 birth binary population chosen here for all
late-type stars and star-like BDs in Taurus is that of Kroupa
(1995, his Eq. (8)),
Φbirth
log10 P (m . 2 M ) = 2.5

log10 P − 1
,
45 + log10 P − 1

which has a maximum period log10 Pmax = 8.43, where P is
measured in days, and a 100% initial binary fraction. The very
long maximum birth orbital period is a formal solution and corresponds to a binary separation of about 0.03 pc for a system
mass of 1 M . This is the dimension of about a molecular cloud
core and therefore constitutes a physically plausible case. Such
systems will be easily torn apart through dynamical interactions
in dense environments, but are required to match observations in
young extended regions and star-forming regions. Comparably
wide systems are observed in Taurus (Fig. 2).
This birth population is subjected to pre-main sequence
eigenevolution, which is a process capturing the effects in the
gas-embedded phase of proto-binary clumps, to yield the initial
population. The initial population has not undergone any dynamical modification. Since the observed period distributions of G-,
K-, and M-dwarfs are indistinguishable in shape, we assume that
2

For a discussion of the concept of Universality, see Marks et al.
(2015).

BDs selected from the star-like branch of the IMF, which formed
through primary fragmentation in the same manner as stars, have
the same initial distribution function as G-, K-, and M-dwarfs.
It may be argued that there are many different possible
choices for the initial binary period distribution function. However, the distribution function derived by Kroupa (1995) was
based on an iterative procedure, in which solutions were simultaneously sought to both the Galactic-field late-type distributions
and to the pre-main sequence Taurus-Auriga constraints, and
subject to stellar-dynamical modifications of these distribution
functions that were taken care of using state-of-the-art Nbody
computations. Consistency with the observed distribution of specific angular momenta in pre-stellar cloud cores was sought as
well. Later work also demonstrated consistency with the binary
populations in the dynamically evolved Orion Nebula cluster and
the Pleiades cluster (Kroupa et al. 2001; Marks & Kroupa 2012;
Marks et al. 2014), in the Galactic field (Marks & Kroupa 2011;
Marks et al. 2015), and with trends of binary fraction in presentday globular clusters (Leigh et al. 2015).
As we can see from Fig. 2, both the Kraus et al. (2011)
and Daemgen et al. (2015) data are compatible with this initial
population. To account for the older sub-population we allow
for some dynamical modification of the initial population over
5 Myr by placing it inside a typical Taurus-like sub-cluster, applying an analytical description of dynamical processing of binary populations in young star clusters.
Since the binding energy of a binary is supposedly key
to whether a binary can be dissolved by dynamical interactions, Marks et al. (2011) have devised a time-dependent stellarMecl ,rh
dynamical operator, Ωdyn
(t), which acts on the initial bindingenergy distribution, Φlog10 Eb ,in , of primordial binaries that results
from initial separation distribution by Kroupa (1995) and random pairing of masses from the IMF. This operator modifies the
original binding-energy distribution to a dynamically evolved
distribution,
Mecl ,rh
Mecl ,rh
Φlog
Eb (t) = Ωdyn (t) × Φlog10 Eb ,in ,
10

from which other processed distributions, such as the separation
and mass-ratio distribution, can be extracted via a Monte Carlo
method. In this formulation,
Mecl ,rh
Φlog
Eb (t) =
10

fb (log10 Eb , t)
,
∆log10 Eb

is the time-dependent binary fraction, fb = Nb /Ncms , i.e. the
number of binaries per targets (“centre-of-mass” objects) normalized to the log-width of the binned distribution. A similar
definition holds for the separation distribution in Fig. 3. The
parameters describing the stellar-dynamical operator are found
by following the evolution of binary populations in Nbody
computations of clusters of different initial embedded stellar
mass, Mecl , radius, r, and, thus, density. Marks et al. (2011) have
found that the initially binary-dominated population changes on
a crossing timescale, i.e. the resulting distributions after a few
Myr depends only on the initial stellar density, the population
should not be strongly altered beyond that time.
Upon applying the operator for a moderate initial density
(350 M pc−3 ; see Marks & Kroupa 2012) on the initial distributions for Taurus’ age of ≈ 1 Myr, we see that the agreement
with the Daemgen et al. (2015) data persists for the processed
initial population.
A11, page 5 of 11
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3.2.2. Peripheral objects

Each BD binary and VLM M-dwarf binary selected from the peripheral branch is assigned a semi-major axis selected from the
observed narrow separation distribution of BDs in the Galactic
field. The used Gaussian distribution has a width σ = 0.4 (in
log10 AU units) with a peak at log10 s/AU = 0.66 (according to
Thies & Kroupa 2007, using the data from the Very Low Mass
Binary Archive). Most of the selected objects remain single,
however, to meet Galactic field constraints upon combining them
with star-like BDs. Marks et al. (2015) empirically determine the
total binary fraction for binaries on the IMF peripheral branch to
be ≈31%, assuming the Galactic field BD population has been
largely unaffected by dynamical processing in their progenitor
embedded clusters.
We expect this to be largely the case because if BD binaries
form dominantly through peripheral fragmentation there is a natural truncation of the separation distribution at large separations
due to the extent of circumstellar disks of .few hundred AU.
This leaves BD binaries with separations that are not strongly
affected by dynamical processing in host clusters they were born
in, at least up to moderate initial densities. The fraction of BD binaries in the separation distribution can decrease nevertheless
due to dynamical disruptions of BD binaries and stellar binaries
with a BD companion originating from the star-like branch, as
this adds single BDs (dashed BD distribution in Fig. 2).

4. Results: Primary-mass dependent binary fraction
in between the mass limits for star-like
and peripheral formation
Daemgen et al. (2015) find that the binary fraction of young
Taurus members shows no correlation with mass in the range
0.2−3 M , contrasting the older subpopulation for which they
find ≈3σ evidence for a declining trend with decreasing primary mass. If these observations do not have a primordial origin, the age dependency might suggest that stellar dynamical
processes are at work. Combining both populations results in a
weak ≈1σ trend. Daemgen et al. (2015) show their results for
Taurus to compare well with earlier results obtained for Upper Sco (Lafrenière et al. 2014).
In Fig. 3 (left panel) the trend of binary fraction as a function of primary mass in the model predicts the same absence
of a trend for young stars in Taurus if dynamical evolution
has no strong impact. Furthermore the binary fraction for stars
should decline weakly, at best, towards lower masses until peripheral objects enter the binary statistics (here below 0.2 M ;
cf. Fig. 1); the binary fraction strongly declines because of the
sudden presence of many single objects having formed peripherally in circumstellar disks. Another dip occurs when the star-like
formation mode ceases to exist (here at 0.06 M ; cf. Fig. 1) and
peripheral fragmentation is the only remaining formation channel available to BDs and planets below that mass. The right panel
of Fig. 3 shows the same, but with dynamical modification of the
initial population in a small Taurus-like cluster with an initial
density of 350 M /pc3 (Marks & Kroupa 2012). The overall binary fraction has dropped a little due to the break-up of binaries.
A weak correlation of binary fraction with increasing primary
mass shows up as well for hydrogen-burning stars since lower
mass binaries have on average a lower binding energy and are
more susceptible to dissolution. This trend is qualitatively consistent with the results of Daemgen et al. (2015) as well. The
features occurring at the depicted mass limits for star-like formation and peripheral fragmentation are otherwise similar. The
A11, page 6 of 11

observed binary fraction depends on the resolution limit of the
survey.
The observational constraints on the binary fraction by
Todorov et al. (2014) and Daemgen et al. (2015) agree somewhat better with the models that allow for dynamical processing of the binary population in Taurus. In particular the
Todorov et al. (2014) survey data, which resolved binaries with
semi-major axes >10 AU, is consistent with the curve representing the model with a resolution limit >10 AU.
The inclusion of other observational studies in Fig. 3, as discussed in Sect. 2, is not reasonable since a relatively limited separation range is covered in comparison. Instead we compare the
observationally inferred binary fractions to the model by subjecting the model to the separation and mass constraints of the
Taurus surveys listed in Table 1. The model yields very good
agreement to within the observational errors (Col. 3 versus 4)
for the T Tauri surveys and for VLMSs. For higher mass stars in
Taurus the model binary fractions lie inside 2× the observational
error bars. In terms of binary fractions the model is thus overall
consistent with the available surveys.
For the separation range 0−3 AU, currently no observation
is available. To be tested against future observations, our model
predicts (see Table 1) a binary fraction lying near ≈10 per cent
for BD binaries in the mass range 0.01−0.1 M within this separation range, and 18−19 per cent for binaries with a stellar primary in the mass-range 0.1−2.0 M , both for T Tauri stars and
for the older subpopulation of Taurus.

5. Discussion
5.1. Distinguishing brown dwarf flavours in Taurus-Auriga

The present analysis has demonstrated how the large binary fraction for stars in Taurus-Auriga is expected to decline steeply
from M-dwarfs towards BDs if stars form during the collapse
of a proto-stellar cloud and BDs form preferentially, but not
exclusively, through peripheral fragmentation in circumstellar
disks. From our modelling we do not expect a rather smooth decrease as might be inferred from the available observational data
alone. The strong decline in a relatively small mass range determined by the mass limits for peripheral and star-like formation
is equally consistent with available data.
The characteristic features in Fig. 3 depend on the mass limits for star-like and peripheral formation. Mass limits lying further apart might flatten the trend in between these limits, while
close by mass limits would pronounce the decline. A decline
near these mass limits with a “saddle” in between, where stellar and peripheral branch overlap, is characteristic in either case.
While the upper mass limit for peripheral formation of 0.2 M
is constrained by different studies (see Sect. 3.1) and expected to
lie close to this value in Taurus, the lower mass limit for star-like
formation is rather arbitrarily chosen here. Incoming observational data will help to better constrain the values for mmin,star−like
and mmax,peripheral in Taurus-Auriga, if these mass limits are considered free parameters.
While the characteristic trend shown in Fig. 3 is specific
to the present model, the general decline seen here for TaurusAuriga-like groupings should be independent of the model details. That is the case if BDs alone form dominantly through
peripheral fragmentation; i.e. they have a formation channel
of their own that produces BD binaries much less frequent
than the star-like formation mode and the stellar population has
been unaffected by dynamical processing of its binary population. Further observables discussed here such as the separation
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Fig. 3. Prediction of the primary-mass dependent binary fraction in dependence of resolution limit, if peripheral fragmentation applies (the discontinuous IMF model in Fig. 1). Left: binary fraction as a function of primary mass for the initial binary population with no dynamical evolution is
plotted (Sect. 3.2). The different curves denote the trend for varying survey resolution limits; binaries with separations larger than 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 10,
50, 100, and 200 AU (top to bottom) are resolved. Binaries with separations smaller than the respective resolution limits are counted as single in
the model. The solid cross denotes the Daemgen et al. (2015) estimation that 62 ± 14% of solar-type Taurus members over the full separation range
are multiples, in concordance with Kraus et al. (2011) finding that about 2/3−3/4 of their targets in Taurus are binaries or higher order multiples.
The dashed crosses are data from Todorov et al. (2014) who resolve separations a > 10 AU. Right: same as left panel but with dynamical evolution
in the Taurus-Auriga groups added (see Sect. 3.2).

distribution are model specific and can test the idea that the
BD separation distribution is different from that for stars.
If the behaviour we predict here for the primary-mass dependent binary fraction near the HBML were confirmed in future observations, this would then be evidence for peripheral
fragmentation to be dominant for BD production in TaurusAuriga and possibly in other regions of low stellar surface density as well. That is, if other hitherto unknown scenarios in which
BD binaries form star-like and have a small binary fraction can
be excluded. We are not aware of a mechanism that would cause
a similar decline in the binary fraction. Qualitatively, the existence of a critical angular momentum below which binary formation is hindered could be an option. Machida et al. (2008)
demonstrate via MHD nested grid simulations that fragmentation in a collapsing cloud is controlled by the initial ratio of
the rotational and magnetic energy, where rotation promotes and
magnetic fields hinder fragmentation. If this were the mechanism
to produce BD binaries much less frequently than stellar binaries, it remains qualitatively unclear why fragmentation into binaries suddenly becomes much less efficient close to the HMBL.
5.2. Dense star formation regions

In denser regions disks might be quickly disrupted owing to
tidal interactions. The frequency of disks around stars is found
to decrease with age (Haisch et al. 2001; Muzerolle et al. 2010;
Hernández et al. 2008; Mamajek 2009), as is consistent with
a dynamical reduction and questions about whether peripheral
fragmentation can be dominant in dense environments. Thus,
generalizing a positive result for Taurus-Auriga to regions of
higher stellar density would, in this scenario, be possible only

if the frequency of disk fragmentation (which may depend on
the mass infall rate onto the disk, thermal physics in the disk,
etc.) is larger than the frequency of disk-destructive encounters.
On the other hand, the increased rate of stellar encounters may
also lead to more triggered BD formation (Thies et al. 2005).
Pfalzner et al. (2014) caution that disk lifetimes might be
considerably longer than inferred from a disk frequency–age
trend since the above observational studies are biased towards
the innermost parts of (formerly denser) clusters, while the outskirts of clusters or those systems that nowadays populate the
Galactic field might have been exposed to very different, less
destructive conditions3 .
For the above reasons, peripheral fragmentation might still
have been the dominant channel in regions of higher stellar density and, thus, for the BD population that nowadays exists in the
Galactic field.
5.3. Ambiguity of observational tracers of continuous star
formation

According to theory (Sect. 1), BDs can likely form both star-like
and through peripheral fragmentation. However, the community
favours continuous star formation along the mass scale, i.e. a
single formation mode to explain their observations. In the following we discuss tracers that are frequently said to favour a
common, single formation mode for stars and BDs.
3
After all, the majority of field stars investigated by the Kepler
space-telescope are known to harbour planets. We ask how this would
be possible if circumstellar disks of now planet-harbouring stars are destroyed in their parent clusters.
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5.3.1. Continuity of the initial mass function at the very
low-mass star – brown dwarf transition

Kirk & Myers (2012) see a decline in the number of objects
per log(M/M ) at about 0.1 in the differential mass distribution of the nearby star-forming regions Taurus, Lupus 3, Cha I,
and IC 348, which persists for stars both in regions of high
and low stellar density (their Fig. 12). In others, such as the
σ Orionis open cluster (Bihain et al. 2009; Caballero et al. 2007;
Lodieu et al. 2009; Peña Ramírez et al. 2012) and the Pleiades
(Bihain et al. 2006; Zapatero Osorio et al. 2014), a decline is not
obvious near the HBML. All mass distributions appear to show
a continuous transition from BDs to stars, albeit exhibiting different gradients. We ask whether this is evidence for continuity
in the star formation process.
Thies & Kroupa (2007) show that a proper treatment of
BD multiplicity properties and unresolved binarity among stars
reveals a discontinuity in observed continuous mass distributions, which, in contrast, indicates separate formation modes.
The discontinuity remains pronounced when larger binary fractions among BDs are allowed for (Thies & Kroupa 2008). A recent analysis by Thies et al. (2015) furthermore shows that analytical theoretical derivations of the IMF, which assume BDs to
be a continuous extension to stars, underestimate the numbers of
observed BDs and thus require a correction term to account for
the BD population, which is again interpreted to favour different
formation channels.
Thus, whether or not a mass distribution seems to be continuous observationally, and whether it declines (strongly) near
the HBML or not, the mass distribution can be modelled with
a distinct BD and stellar branch of the IMF and is thus not an
unambigious tracer of star-like formation.
5.3.2. Spatial distributions and velocities of VLMSs and BDs
in very young open clusters

A similar spatial distribution for stars and BDs is observed in
σ Orionis (Caballero 2008; Lodieu et al. 2009), ρ Ophiuchus
(Parker et al. 2012), and the 25 Orionis group (Downes et al.
2014). Such observations are interpreted as indicative of a single
formation mode.
However, SPH computations of peripherally formed BDs
show that depending on whether already completely formed
BDs or their gaseous progenitors are ejected or scattered, they
can reach different escape speeds from their disks. As already discussed in Sect. 1, the hybrid grid-based model of
Basu & Vorobyov (2012) demonstrated that ejection speeds of
peripherally formed objects in their computations are low and
that they do not differ significantly from the relative velocities of
young stellar objects. In turn, BDs and stars should remain spatially co-located within their scenario, that is if later mass segregation through cluster dynamical evolution is either unimportant
or the cluster is sufficiently young. That implies that co-location
is not a conclusive indicator of a single formation mode for both
stars and BDs.
5.3.3. Molecular outflows, accretion disks, and disk
frequencies around (isolated) BDs

It is often argued that observations of outflows, BD disks, and
their high disk frequencies demonstrate that substellar objects
form as a simple continuation of the stellar process.
The faint object SMM2E will most likely remain a substellar object (30−35 MJupiter ; Palau et al. 2014), as will a 73 MJupiter
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object in Taurus (Phan-Bao et al. 2014). These authors interpret
their respective objects to be a scaled-down version of a forming star. Even the free-floating planetary mass object OTS44
(12 MJupiter ) is interpreted to form star-like based on the existence
of a substantial disk and significant accretion (Joergens et al.
2015).
Disks around VLMSs and BDs are observed to be more frequent than around higher mass stars in σ Orionis (Luhman et al.
2008b; Peña Ramírez et al. 2012), λ Orionis (Bayo et al. 2012),
the Upper Scorpius association (Luhman & Mamajek 2012;
Lodieu 2013), and the nearby young cluster NGC 1333
(Scholz et al. 2012). The opposite trend is seen in Chamaeleon I
(Luhman et al. 2008a, 2010).
As disks around later type stars are exposed to a less destructive radiation field, the authors of the above studies ascribe their
findings to different disk lifetimes for different stellar masses,
indicating a continuous transition from stars to BDs. This finding is equally consistent with higher mass stars losing their disks
much quicker than lower mass stars through gravitational interactions in higher density clusters (Pfalzner et al. 2006). In this
scenario, the disk fractions of stars would have been higher in
the past, perhaps even overhauling the disk fractions of BDs.
However, if BDs (or isolated planets) form in the disks
of proto-stars through either encounter-triggered perturbations (Thies et al. 2010) or gravitational instabilities
(Stamatellos & Whitworth 2009; Basu & Vorobyov 2012;
Forgan & Rice 2013) and are nudged out or ejected, the resultant free-floating objects carry with them their own mass
reservoir. Using their SPH computations, this has explicitly
been shown by Stamatellos & Whitworth (2009) and Thies et al.
(2015). As a result, all available models of BD formation are
consistent with the detection of BD disks, a conclusion that is
shared by Luhman (2012). In turn, observations of isolated BDs
and massive planets carrying their own mass reservoir, having
outflows, and exhibiting a large disk frequency among them is
not evidence in favour of or against a particular formation mode.
Recently, Ricci et al. (2014) have observed extended disks
towards three BDs (>70 AU), which are not easily reconciled
in a pure peripheral fragmentation scenario according to which
BD disk sizes are limited to <20 AU (Bate 2009, 2012). If true,
this does not exclude the IMF model presented here, which has
separate branches for peripheral and star-like objects. Thus, starlike BDs, which may have more extended disks, are possible in
our model. On the other hand, the work by Bate (2009, 2012)
is confronted by the study of Vorobyov (2016) suggesting extended disks exist for (at least some) ejected proto-BDs because
the ejected clumps often possess high angular momentum.
5.3.4. Width of the separation distributions of Galactic field
binaries

The binary fraction and width of the observed log-normal
separation distributions in the Galactic field decline continuously with decreasing mass of the primary component (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991; Fischer & Marcy 1992;
Delfosse et al. 2004; Bergfors et al. 2010; Raghavan et al.
2010; Janson et al. 2012; Jódar et al. 2013; Tokovinin 2014;
Duchêne & Kraus 2013; Reipurth et al. 2014; Ward-Duong et al.
2015; Cortés-Contreras et al. 2017). This continuity across the
mass limit between stars and BDs was apparently supported by
recent investigations of the late M-dwarf binary population in the
Galactic field. In a lucky-imaging survey, the AstraLux survey for earlier (Janson et al. 2012) and later (Janson et al. 2014)
M-dwarfs (the two studies overlap somewhat in mass) showed
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separation distributions significantly narrower than those for
solar-type stars, confirming results from a previous luckyimaging survey (Bergfors et al. 2010). For the late M-dwarfs the
separation distribution lies remarkably close to that for BDs in
the Galactic field, suggesting a common origin. The conclusion
that the distribution for M-dwarfs in the lucky imaging results is
indeed that narrow originates from the observation that the distribution starts to decline strongly far from the resolution limit
of the respective surveys.
This apparent continuity might however be the result of the density-dependent dynamical alteration of an
environment-independent birth binary population for latetype stars in young star-forming regions (Kroupa 1995,
2011; Kroupa & Petr-Gotzens 2011; Marks & Kroupa 2012;
Marks et al. 2014) and the subsequent addition of many such
populations originating from different environments that comprise the Galactic field (Parker et al. 2009; Goodwin 2010;
Marks & Kroupa 2011; Marks et al. 2015). In particular, the mutual proximity of BD and late-M separation distributions in
Janson et al. (2014) might be following from separate BD and
stellar populations that underwent dynamical processing, as
Marks et al. (2015) have demonstrated. As for the early M-dwarf
data, Marks et al. (2015) have pointed out that the lucky-imaging
results potentially conflict with the M-dwarfs in Multiples
(MinMs; Ward-Duong et al. 2015) data, which cover a comparable spectral-type range; but these authors have found a separation distribution for early M-dwarfs that has approximately
twice the width inferred from the surveys of Bergfors et al.
(2010) and Janson et al. (2012). A wider distribution would be
in line with the distributions found by other previous studies
(Fischer & Marcy 1992; Delfosse et al. 2004).
The notion of continuous star formation over and above the
HBML from present Galactic field data could thus be a result of
dynamical processing in the host clusters from which the field
population originated, hiding any underlying separate (primordial) binary populations for stars and BDs. Observations noting
the shrinking width of separation distributions in the Galactic
field (but in star formation regions as well) cannot be explained
unequivocally via a continuous star formation process.
5.4. Distinguishing brown dwarf flavours elsewhere

Along with our suggestion here to probe BD formation in
Taurus-Auriga, three other recent studies have tried to shed light
on how to decide whether star-like or peripheral formation is
dominant in producing BDs.
1. Stamatellos & Herczeg (2015) have suggested that for peripheral objects there is no (significant) correlation between
the mass of the object and their disks or the accretion
rates from the disk onto it. This would deviate from a suggested linear disk mass – stellar mass dependence and corresponding accretion rates onto star-like formed objects derived for masses &0.2 M (with considerable scatter though,
Mohanty et al. 2013; Andrews et al. 2013) and is thus a
potential diagnostic to distinguish different BD formation
modes.
2. Marks et al. (2015) have argued that a separate peripheral population might unmask itself through a peak on
top of a wider separation distribution for late M-dwarfs
(.0.2 M ) in dynamically processed populations if some
VLMSs form through peripheral fragmentation with Galactic field BD properties.

3. While the hitherto mentioned observables focus on the
properties of populations of BDs to distinguish formation
channels, they cannot decide whether an individual (isolated) BD formed peripherally or star-like. Vorobyov (2016)
have suggested a potential means to decide the formation
mode on an object-by-object basis. From his grid-based
computations the internal structure of ejected, thus freefloating, gaseous pre-BD clumps might be different from
those formed through molecular cloud fragmentation. The
former are more centrally condensed and have a higher
central temperature than pressure-supported, gravitationally
contracting spheres. Also, the rotational velocity of ejected
clumps has a bi-modal distribution since they are often rotationally supported, making them very distinct from the rotational pattern of star-like forming objects.

6. Summary
The question investigated here is how to distinguish whether
BDs form dominantly via peripheral fragmentation in circumstellar disks or star-like in Taurus-Auriga. We have argued that
both formation channels are possible according to theory (see
Sect. 1), which is why our models allow for both star-like and periphal formation of BDs. Peripheral formation is allowed down
to 0.06 M and star-like formed BDs are allowed to range up
to 0.2 M for various reasons (see Sect. 3.1), i.e. both channels
overlap somewhat in mass.
We find that the binary fraction as a function of primary mass
in Taurus-Auriga is expected to decline steeply in a narrow mass
range between the mass limits for the star-like and peripheral
mode according to our models with separate formation channels.
This trend exhibits characteristic features in dependence of these
limits (see Fig. 3 and Sect. 4). If observed in future surveys this
could be interpreted as evidence that peripheral fragmentation
is dominant for BD production in Taurus-Auriga. Such a trend
might be unique to low stellar surface brightness (low density)
regions hosting dynamically largely unprocessed populations.
Our models predict a binary fraction of ≈10 per cent and
18−19 per cent for primary masses in the range 0.01−0.1 M and
0.1−2.0 M , respectively, for binaries with separations <3 AU.
Since no observation for this separation range is currently available, these numbers can be tested against future observations as
well.
Peripheral fragmentation produces critical constraints
matched by observations, for example the shape of the IMF
around the HBML (Thies & Kroupa 2007, 2008; Thies et al.
2015); the binary statistics of BDs, which are different from
higher mass stars (Thies & Kroupa 2008; Dieterich et al. 2012,
Sect. 5.3.4); the generation of free-floating planetary mass objects and BDs (Stamatellos & Whitworth 2009; Li et al. 2015;
Forgan et al. 2015; Vorobyov 2016); and the lack of BD companions to solar-type stars at low separations, which is known
as the BD desert (Marcy & Butler 2000; Grether & Lineweaver
2006; Dieterich et al. 2012; Evans et al. 2012; Wilson et al.
2016). All these observables are expected from peripheral
fragmentation models and are thus not unambigious tracers
of a single star-formation mode (see Sect. 5.3). Instead, we
put forward further potential actual tracers of BD formation in
Sect. 5.4.
In conclusion, probing the binary population observationally
in the transition region between star-like and peripheral formation (≈0.05−0.3 M ) in Taurus and other low stellar surface
brightness star-forming regions might be a valuable effort to
come closer to answering questions about the (non-)continuity
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of star formation across the VLMS/BD mass-range, the separateness of the stellar and BD populations and the dominant formation channel for BDs and BD binaries. It is important, however,
that our information is not too restricted by separation ranges,
so that surveys covering different mass ranges become directly
comparable at best, i.e. by combining various methods. If these
methods are not available we encourage authors, if this is reasonable, to estimate binary fractions and orbital parameter distributions for the full separation range.
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